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Abstract
Two experiments were carried out to investigate the role of referential
continuity in understanding discourse. In experiment I, a group of university
students listened to s?ories and descriptive passages presented in three
different versions: the original passages, versions in which trCzesentences
occurred in a random order, and randomised versions in which referential
continuity had been restored primarily by replacing pronouns and other
terms with fuller and more appropriate noun phrases. The original stories
were remembered better, and rated as more comprehensible, ihan the
random versions, but the restoration of referential continuity ameliorated
the effects of randomisation. Tite descriptive passages had little referential
continuity from one sentence to the next, and as expected the effects of
randomisation on co.mpre.hensibility and memory were negligible. In experiment 2, a group of skilled comprehenders and a group of less skilled comprehenders were selected from a population of 7-8-year-old children. The
difference between the groups was known to be largely their inferential
ability in reading texts. Both groups read a series of short stories presented
in the same three versions as used in the previous experiment. .As predicted
the ameliorating effects on memory of restoring referential cont’inuity in
a randomised story were confined to the skilled group. The results are
discussed in relation to the theories of story grammar, text microstructure,
and mental models of discourse.

*A number of the arguments against story grammars which we discuss in the introduction are part
of an ‘oral tradition’. We know that similar points have been made by Emmon Bach and Keith Stcnning. Experiment 1 was carried out by the first author while he was supported by the Sloan Poundation at the Center for Cognitive Science at the University of Texas at Austin. Experiment 2 was carried
out by the second author while she was supported by the Social Science Research Council at the Laboratory of Experimental Psychology at the University of Sussex. The third author was also supported
by the Social Science Research Council. Reprint requests should be sent to P. N. Johnson-Lair&
Centre for Research on Perception and Cognition, Laboratory of Experimental Psychology, University
of Sussex, Brighton, BNl 9QG, England.
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What makes discourse

story grammar comprises a st:t of rewrite rules, such as:

STORY SETTING THEME PLOT RESOLUTION
THEME (EVENT)* GOAL
and, just as a sentence grammar assigns parse trees to sentences, so a story
grammar assigns hierarchical tree structures to stories. But, unlike sentence
grammars, grammars for stories .face four crucial problems.
First, the terminal nodes in the structural tree for a story are assumed to
be filled by propositions, but there are indefinitely many propositions which
could occur in such categories as OUTCOME or ATTEMPT. There can be
no finite listing of such propositions, and no story grammarian has ever
provided an explicit set of principles for determining which propositions
are members of which classes. It is doubtful whether any such principles will
ever be forthcoming. Sentence grammars are indeed very different: their
terminal nodes are filled by morphe:mes drawn from fixed classes, whose
members can be specified by enumeration.
Second, there are clearly sorrie constraints which must be placed on relations between the propositions expressed by the terminal nodes in a tree.
Some of these constmints might have a ‘syrl;tactic’ flavour, but most of them
concern continuity of content, and seem better classified as ‘semantic’.
Thomdyke (1977) does not deal with this problem at all, so his grammar
would generate a ‘story’ which comprises the beginning of Snow White,
the middle portion of Cinderella, and the end of Sleeping Beauty. Rumelhart
(1975) has attempted to place semantic constraints on the relations between
the propositions He proposes rules such as:
EPISODE EVENT REACTION
=INITIATE (EVENT, REACTION)
But he does not say how to determine when one event INITIATES another.
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Again, a finite listing of .a11 such pairs of events would be impossible, but,
unless explicit criteria can be provided, there is no way of deciding whether
a given tree is generated by the story grammar.
Third, the majority of story grammars make use of a contcx~-ficc phrase
structure grammar. Grammars of this type are more powerful than finitcstate grammars, and less powerful than tranformational grammars. Hence, a
case must be made to justify their use rather than grammars of a stronger
or weaker generative power. This issue has only recently been recognised by
story grammarians, but it is important. Certain sorts of finite-state grammar
directly correspond to the Markovian processes favoured by psycholinguists
of the pre-Chomskyan era. Tllese processes can t4~:quite adequately carried
out by the mechanism embodied in a ‘habit-family’ hierarchy (see Miller,
1967, who uses Michael Frayn’s delightful idea of a machine for writing
newspaper stories to illustrate a finite-state grammar).
It is sometimes said that a finite-state grammar fo,r stories would not
suffice, because it could not accommodate s:if-embedding (Black and
Wilensky, 1979). This claim must be stated wit!) care: on the one hand,
finite-state devices can deal with any ,$hzite number of self-embeddings,
and on the other, a finite-state device that permitted u1z.vsequence of constituents would plainly accommodate self-embedd.ing structures. A proof of
the inadequacy of finite-state grammars for stories depends on showing (i)
that an indefinitely large number of self-embeddings can occur within a
single story, and (ii) that any such grammar which generated all legal selfembedded stories would also admit some non-stories (Levett, 1974). The
proof is not easy, and it certainly has not been established for story grammars. Likewise, Black and Wilensky’s claim that a context-free grammar
could not accommodate discontinuous elements is incorrect. If the node
labels of a context-fr(ee grammar are construed asI complex symbols, rather
than as unanalysable primitives, discontinuous ccnstituents can be handled
quitlz readily (Stanley Peters, personal communication; Gazdar, in press).
Fourth, story grammars are usually intended to deal with only a restrict4
set of stories. e.g., genre stories that possess a stereotyped and repetitive
structure. But, if there is no independent way to specify the set of relevant
stories, the whole exercise becomes dangerously circular: the grammar is
intended to analyse just those stories that Tit its rules.
Of course, actual story grammars appear very plausible, but this plausibility, we contend, derives largely from what users of the grammar bring to it,
rather than from any explicit formulation of principles in the grammar.
In many cases it is quite obvious when one event is the OUTCOME of
another, but only explicitness about %he membership of such classes can
give story grammars explanatory power.

The virtue of story grammars is that they attempt to formalise intersentential relations which are used in understanding text. Their major empirical
claim is that certain types of story have a specifiable structure, which is
independent of their content, and which people know and use in the course
of comprehension (Mandler and Johnson, 1980). However, there are many
other forms of discourse that are entirely coherent, even though they fall
outside the domain of stereotypical stories. Our main aim in the present
paper is to investigate what makes texts in general coherent, since the same
underl::ing principles may well do the work supposedly done by story grammars.
There appears to be one overriding and necessary condition for the
coherence of discourse: it should be possible fo construct a unitary representation that integrates all the information carried in its separate sentences.
This condition in turn requires that the sentences make reference, either
explicitly or implicitly, to referents in common. Discourse is sometimes
about a single major topic to which the majority of sentences make reference, but perhaps more often a series of referents is introduced from one
sentence to the next. The ease of establishing what these referents are
depends on the referential continuity of the text. Ehrlich and JohnsonLaird (1980) have shown that a referential discontinuity-the
occurrence
of a sentence expressing a proposition that can only be integrated subsequently-has
a disruptive effect on both comprehension and memory.
Coherence also depends on abiding by the general co-operative principle
that sentences should be structured so that they can be readily understood
(see &ice, 1975). F or example, information that is taken for granted should
either have been previously established or be readily inferable. I-Iowever,
given that there are common referents, and that they can be recovered without difficulty, then how sensib’le a discourse seems will depend on the plausibility of the actions, states, ‘and relations, in which the referents participate, and on the order in which these events occur. If a text reports an unlikely sequence of singularly implausible events, then strictly speaking it
is not incoherent, but rather the world it describes is bizarre. We accordingly
distinguish between the coherence of a discourse and its plausibility. Coherence depends on common referents, referential continuity and general adherence to the Grizean co-operative principle. Plausibility depends on
verisimilitude to known intentional, causal, and temporal relations between
objects in the world.
One of the main pieces of evidence on which psychological claims about
story grammars are made is that jumbled versions of stories are more diff?cuIt to understand than the original stories. The usual explanation of this
finding is that jumbling the sentences in a story breaks up its overall struc-
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twre, and hence it cannot be parsed by a story grammar. Thus, one of the
reader’s main guides to understanding, a knowledge of the rules of story
grammar, is no longer of any use in the processing of such passages, However, it is clear that jumbled versions of stories lack both continuity of
reference and a pl2.usible sequence of events (insofar as they can be understood in the absence of referential continuity). Thus, for example, a yronoun in a jumbled text may entirely lack any plausible antecedent. There
is evidence that it takes time to find an antecedent for an anaphoric expression (e.g., Garrod and Stanford, 1977; Haviland and Clark, 1974); if
the task becomes impossible then readers will be una’,le to form an integrated representation, and their processing of subsequent text may be
impaired by a prolonged search for possible antec,Jents. They may even
realise that the story has been scrambled, and cease to treat it as a coherent
text.
In Experiment 1, we examined the comprehension and memory of randomised texts in which referential continuity had been restored. A preliminary study had confirmed that randomised stories of this revised variety
were better remembered than unmodified randomisations, though not as
well remembered as the original stories. Many descriptive passages have a
more diffuse coherence than stories: there is little immediate referential
continuity from one sentence to the next, but rather each sentence takes
up a different aspect of the topic. We can therefore predict that randomisation should have r.elatively little effect on performance with such texts and,
furthermore, that any effects should disappear when referential continuity
is restored. Experiment 1 compared such descriptions with stories, and
examined the comprehensibility
and memorability of three versions of
them: the original texts, versions with the sentences in random order: and
randomised versions in which referential continuity had been restored primarily by replacing pronouns and other isolated dnaphoric expressions
with more complete and more appropriate noun phrases.

Experiment 1
Method
Subjects
24 subjects took part in the experiment for cotirse credit. They were undergraduates enrolled in an introductory psychology course at the University
of Texas at Austin. All were native speakers of English.
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Six passages,
each 200-250 words in length, were used in the experiment.

Three were folk tales, of the kind which might be expected to receive a
story grammalr analysis, and three were descriptive passages. The passages,
except for The Old Farmer and his Stubborn Animals, were modified to
some extent, so that they were all approximately the same length. The
sources of the materials were as follows:
(1) The Old Farmer and his Stubborn Animals--version used by Thorndyke (1977).
(2) The I-redgehog and the Jackal-shortened
version of that found in
Greenway (1965).
(3) The Fox and the Eagle-shortened
version of that found in O’Sullivan (1966).
(4) New Year in I-long Kong-slightly
modified version of the beginning
of Cure (1980).
(5) The Giant Anteater-slightly
modified version of the beginning of
d’Aulaire and d’Aulaire (1979).
(6) Th? Statues on Easter Island-slightly
modified version of the beginning of ;he section on ‘The Large Stone Statues’ (pp. 75-81) in
Putigny (1976).
We constructed a second version of each passage in wh.ich the sentences
occurred in random order but were otherwise unchanged. ‘Wethen constructed a third version of each passage in which the sentences were left in the
same random order as in the second version, but minor changes were made
to them. Most of the changes were designed to reestablish referential continuity and to ensure that appropriate referents could be found for anaphoric expressions. Three main kinds of alteration can be distinguished.
(a) Where coreferential expressions had become separated, so that they
could no longer reasonably be construed as denoting the sa,me object, some
clear indication was given that separate individluals or events were intended,
for example :
The farmer was again trying to put his donkey into its shed.
If you will get me still more milk.
(b) Where expressions with antecedents now appeared without them, and
where no antecedent could reasonably be inferred from the context, they
were changed appropriately, for example:
The farmer’s dog refused to bark. (Rather than: But the dog refused.)
When the giant anteater swims. (Rather th.an: When it swims).
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(c) Phrases such as there was once which had been moved from their
appropriate place in the passage were changed.
The three versions of each passage were recorded on tape by a female native
speaker of American English at normal reading speed. Following Thorndyke
(1977), a short pause was introduced between each sentence so that the
normal versions were not easier simply because reference resolution was
aided by the way they were spoken.
Design
Each subject heard six passages, one version of each story and one Oersior
of each description. They heard a normal, a random, and a revised random
story, and similarly one of each kind of descriptior
. Each block of three
subjects heard all the combinations of passages and vtrsions. The stories and
the descriptions were interspersed with one another, and the first and last
three passages which a subject heard comprised one of each of the three
versions. Subjects in each block of three heard the passages in reverse order
,to the corresponding subjects in the previous block, in order to counterbalance for carry-over effects.
In short, passage version was a within-subjects, within-materials variable;
order of presei?tation was a between-subjects, within-materials variable; and
the kind of passage (story VMSUSdescription) was a within-subjects, but
between-materials variable.
Procedure
Tile subjects were tested in groups of l-4 in a small seminar room. They
were told that they would hear six passages and that after they had heard
each passage they would have to make a judgement about how easy it was
to understand, and then to write down as much of the passage as they could
remember. The first passage was then played to them, and they were asked
to rate its comprehensibility on a scale from l-10, with 1 meaning %ery
hard to understand’. Following Thorndyke (1977), the subjects were asked
to take into account both how well the passage formed a coherent whole,
and how well the combination of ideas formed a sensible text.
Immediately after the comprehensibility test the recall test was given.
Subjects were asked to write down the exact words they had heard, in the
order in which they had heard them. However, they were encouraged to use
their own words for &hat they could not remember exactly, and to write
down material out of order, if they could not remember where it occurred.
A time limit of seven minutes was placed on this task. The same procedure
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was followed for the other five passages, and finally the subjects were clebriefed. The experiment lasted for about 50 minutes.
Scoring procedure

Previous studies (e.g. Thorndyke, 1977) have scored the number of propositions from thle original passage that are present in recall. However, it was
difficult to di,vide up the descriptive passages into propositions in a principled way. Furthermore, the preliminary study, in which only stories were
used, establishled that the number of propositions recalled yielded the same
pattern of results as simply counting the number of words in th.e recall
protocols. in the present experiment there was much more variation in the
length of the passages. We, therefore, converted the nu:mber of words in each
recall protocol into a proportion of the number of words in the corresponding passage. This proportion was the main dependent variable.
Results and discussion
Table 1 shows the mean comprehensibility ratings (out of 10) for the normal, random and revised random versions of the stories and descriptions. The
version in which a text occurred had a significant effect on its rated comprehensibility (analysis by subjects: F = 62.06, d.f. = 2,44, p < 0.001;
analysis by materials: F = 5.52, d.f. = 2,4, p = 0.071). But ,there was an
interaction between the kind of passage and the version in which it was
presented (rninF’ - 6.54, d.f. = 2,7, p < 0.05).
On the one hand, there was
a reliable effect of version on the judgements about the stories (minF’ =
33.74, d.f. = 2,19, p < 0.001): the original stories were rated as more comprehensible than the revised random versions of them (minF’ = 3 2.38,
d.f. = 1,16, p < O-001), and both these versions were rated as more comprehensible than the simple random versions of the stories (minF’ = 35.42,
d-f. = 1,16, p < 0.001). There was also a reliable trend over the three versions (Page’s L = 326.5, z = 5.56, p < 0.001). (CVthe other hand, there were
no reliable effects of version on the rated comprehensibility of the descriptions.
Table 2 presents the mean length (in wordls) of the recall protocols for
the normal, random, and revised random versions of the stories and descriptions. The stories were better recalled than the descriptions (minE’ = 75.14,
d.f. = I ,20, p < 0.001). The version of a text also had a significant effect
on me-+-r
Irltrra /m&F’
\,.l.ir- = 10,72, dX = 1,7, p < 0.05); but the two main variables
interacted significantly (r&F’ = 7.27, d.f. = 1,5, p < 0.05). As with com-
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The mean comprehensibilily ratings (out of IO) for each sort of passage and
version in Experiment 1

Each entry is summed over 24 subjects and 3 passages.
Original

Revised

Random

Overall

8.8
6.1
7.5

4.6
5.2
4.9

3.3
5.4
4.3

5.6
5.6
5.6

-story
Description
Overall

Table 2.

i%e lengths of the recall protocols as a proportion of the length of the presented passagefor each w-t of passage and version in Experiment 1
Each entry is summezj over 24 subjects and 3 passages.

Story
Description
Overall

Original

Revised

Random

Overall

0.71
0.32
0.52

0.43
0.30
0.37

0.30
0.32
0.31

0.48
0.32
0.4.0

prehensibility, there ;Jqas a reliable effect of version on the memorability
of the stories (r&F’ = 18.3 1, d.f. = 2,8,p < 0.01): the original stories were
better remembered than the revised random versions (nlinF’ = 20.66, d.f. =
1,8, p < 0.011, and both these versions were better remembered than the
simple random versions of the stories (minF’ = 15.95, d.f. = 1,8, p < O.OJ).
The trend over the three versions was again significant (Page’s L = 329,
z = 5.92, p 4 0.031). But there were no reliable effects of version on the
memorability of the descriptions.
As we predicted, the original versions of the stories were easier to understand and to recall than randomised versions, but the restoration of referential continuity reliably ameliorated the effects of randomisation. In the
case of the aescriptive passages, which had a more diffuse continuity, the
effects of randomisation were negligible whether or not referential continuity had been restored.
The possibility of profiting from referential contimity requires an ability
to make the necessary ‘bridging’ inferences (see, e.g. Clark, 1977). Hence,
subjects who are poor at making these inferences should show less benefit
from the restoration of continuity in a randomised story than subjects who
are good at making them. In order to test. this prediction, we carried out a
study of children’s memory for stories presented in different versions.
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Experiment 2
Little is known about children’s developing awareness of the structure of
stories, though work by Poulson et al. (1979) has demonstrated the beginnings of such awareness in children as young as 4 years. Previous unpublished
studies by the second author have established that skilled and less skilled
comprehenders did not differ in verbatim retention ot digits and short
sentences, but they do differ in their propensity to make inferences. In
one study, for example, two such groups were given a recognition test
for sentences that they had heard. The skilled comprehenders were more
likely to make recognition errors based on plausible inferences from the
passages tha.n were the less skilled comprehenders; the skilled comprehenders, as one would expect, were better than the less skilled comprehenders
in recognising the original sentences and in rejecting confusion items based
on implausible inferences (see Oakhill, in press). Kintsch and Vipond (1979)
have similarly suggested that inferential ability may be an important factor
in coping with incoherent discourse, and Warren et al. (1979) emphasise
the role of inferential connections in the derivation of story structure.
In the present experiment, two groups of 7--8-year-olds were selected
from a tested sample of 168 children. The two groups were matched on tests
of word recognition and reading vocabulary, but they differed in their
performance on e reading comprehension test. Both were asked to recall
normal, random and revised random stories. We predicted that the skilled
comprehenders would benefit more than the less skilled comprehenders
from the restoration of referential continuity in the randomised stories,
since the skilled comprehenders would be able to exercise their greater
inferential skills in carrying out the required ‘bridging’ inferences. We also
predicted that the skilled comprehenders would remember the original
stories and the revised random stories better than would the less skilled
comprehenders, but that there would be no difference between the groups’
memory for the random stories.
Method
Subjects
Twenty four children from two Brighton primary schools participated in
the experiment. They were divided into two groups that differed in comprehension ability. Twelve less skilled comprehenders were chosen according
to the following criteria: their reading accuracy age was above or equal to
their c:hronological age, but their comprehension age was below their chrono-
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logical age and was at least half a year below their reading accuracy age.
Twelve skilled comprehenders were chosen who were matched with the less
skilled group for gender (7 boys and 5 girls in each group), chronological
age (the mean for both groups was 7.9 years), and word recognition age on
the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (the mean for the skilled group was
8.4 years, and for the less skilled group 8.5 years). The two groups were
also selected so that their scores on a sight-recognition
vocabulary test
(an adapted form of the Gates-McGinitie Primar)? Two Vocabulary Test) did
not differ significantly. They did differ in comprehension ability, as Imeasured by the Neale test, however, with no overlap between the groups (the
mean for the skilled group was 9.1 years, and for the less skilled group was
7.3 years).
Materials

Six passages, each five sentences in length (48-50 words), were written in
a suitable vocabulary and based on storj, topics which were familiar to
children. In each passage the main person and object occurred in the first
sentence and were pronominalised thereafter, except in the fourth sentence
where the object was reintroduced and in the fifth sentence where the
person was reintroduced. We constructed a second version of e;ach passage
in which the sentences occurred in a random order but were ot!herwise unchanged. A different random order was used for each passage. W’ethen constructed a third version by replacing the noun phrases of the randomised
passage, where necessary, so as to re-establish the referential continuity of
the story. Each passage was typed on a separate card using a typeface that
was easily legible for children. A typical example of a story in its three
versions is presented below:
David was playing with his big, coloured ball in the garden. He bounced it so hard
that it went right over the fence. The people next door were out so he climbed
over to get it. He found his ball and threw it back. David carried on with his game.
He found his ball and threw it back. The people next door were out so he climbed
over to get it. David carried on with his game. He bounced it so hard that it went
right over the fence, David was playing with his big coloured ball in the garden.
David found his big coloured ball and threw it back. The peoplla next door were
out so he climbed over to get it. He carried on with his game. He bouriced his ball
so hard that it went right over the fence. David was playing with it in the garden.
Design
The subjects acted LS their own controls and read and recahed two stories
in each of the three experimental versions: original, random and revised.
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The passages were put into pairs that each ca’ntained one passage about a
female subject and one about a male. For a given subject, the pair of passages
was presented in the same version, one passage after the other. The pairs
appeared once in each version in every block of three subjects, producing
three sets of materials. Three different orders of presentation of the three
versions were also used to control for practice effects between versions. In
this way each passage version appeared equally often in each presentation
position. The occurrence of sets of materials within presentation orders
was counterbalanced, as far as possible, over the twelve subjects in each
group.
Procedure
The children were familiar with the experimenter from the previous test
ressions. They were seen individually in a quiet room. At the Ibeginningof
the experiment, they were told that they would be given six short stories
to read, and, after they had read each story, they would have to repeat as
much of it as they could remember. They were told to try to recall the exact
words of the story but, if they were unable to do so, they should put what
they could remember into their own words.
After the children had read each story, the inst.-uctions were repeated in
full in order to eliminate my recency effects. The children had as much time
as they wanted to recall the stories: the next story was not presented until
they had said that they had finished their recall.
Results
Si independent adult judges divided each story into nine ‘idea units’, and
the children’s recall protocols were scored in relation to those units-for
the most part simple surface clauses -on which at least four of the judges
were agreed. Table 3 presents the mean numbers of idea units recalled by
the skilled and less skilled comprehenders for the three sorts of passage.
A child was deemed to have remembered an idea unit provided that its gist
was correct, i.e. synonymous terms were treated as correct, and there was no
penalty for omitting adjectival or adverbial modifiers, articles and other
non-essential items. The skilled comprehenders recalled more ideas overall
than did the less skilled comprehenders (F = 13.93, d.f. = 1,22, p < 0.005);
the version in which a story occured had a significant effect on the number
of ideas re&led (F= l&51, d.f. = 2,44, p < 0.001); and there was an interaction between reading ability and the version of the story (F = 3.25, d.f. =
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The mean number of ‘idea units’ (max. = 9) recalled by the skilled and less
skilled readers for the three sorts of ston, in Experiment 2

Skilled
Less skilled
Overall

Original

Revised

Random

Overall

7.3
5.2
6.2

6.1
3.5
4.8

4.8
3.9
4.4

6.1
4.2
5.2
_.--__

2,44, p < O.&T\. Since we were interested in all the comparisons in performance, we made use of the Newman-Keuls procedure. The tests revealed
that skilled comprehenders recalled more of the original stories than the
revised random stories (p < O.OS), and more of the revised random stories
than the unrevised random stories (p < 0.05). The less skilled comprehenders recalled more of the original stories than the revised random stories
0, < O.OS), but they did not recall reliably more of the revised random
stories than of the unrevised random ones. The skilled comprehenders
recalled more of the original and revised random stories than did the less
skilled comprehenders (tl < O.OS), but there was no reliable difference
between the two groups in their ability to recall the unrevised random
stories. An analysis of the mean numbers of words recalled yielded substantially the same pattern of results.
In summary, both predictions were confirmed. Indeed, only the skilled
comprehenders were able to take advantage of the restoration of referential
continuity in randomised stories. Their superior abilities helped them with
remembering the original and the revised random stories. But, if the task
was to recall a jumbled story in which there was no referential continuity,
it made little difference -whether a subject was a skilled or less skilled comprehender.

General discussion
Our basic findings can be illustrated by considering the following brief story,
derived from RumeIhart (1975), and which we used in Experiment 2:
Jenny was holding on tightly to the string of her beautiful new balloon. She had
just won it and was hurrying home to show her sister. Suddenly, the wind caught
it and carried it into a tree. The balloon hit a ‘branchan8 burst. Jenny cried and
cried.

when the order of the sentences is randomised, the passage is rendered incoherent :
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She had just won it and was hurrying home to show her sister. Suddenly, the wind
caught it and carried it into a tree. Jenny was holding on tightly to the string of
her beautiful new balloon. Jenny cried and cried. The balloon hit a branch and
burst.
It ceases to be clear quite what the story is about-what
it is referring to.
refers to ‘she’ and tc: “it’, and the reader is likely to imagine a girl and some sort of prize. Later, when it is asserted that Jenny was
holding on to the string of her new balloon, it seems that reference is being
m;ade to a new person with a new possession. Such misreadings are .-uled out
by restoring referential continuity in the randomised sentences:

Tile first sentence

Jenny had just won a beautiful new balloon and was hurrying home to show her
sister. Suddenly the wind caught it and carried it into a tree. Jenny was holding
on tightly to the string of her balloon. She cried and cried. It hit a branch and
burst.
The text is coherent, btit now the sequence of events is slightly odd. Jenny
seems to have been holding on to the string of the balloon after it was

carried into the tree. Some readers might construe the sentences as containing the wrong auxiliary: it would make better sense if it had read, ‘Jenny
had been holding on tightly to the string...‘. Nevertheless, the general impression created by such texts is of a somewhar implausible sequence of
events. The results of our experiments confirmed that both coherence and
plausibility exert an effect on the comprehensibility and the memorability
of stories. Purely descriptive passages whose coherence is less dependent on
referential connections between one sentence and the next can withstand
randomisation with very much less effect on performance. Readers who
are poor at making the inferences required to establish coreference between
sentences g&l relatively little from the re-establishment of coherence in
randomised stories.
Why do the different versions of the stories differ in their memorability?
One answer might be that the differences are an immediate consequence
of comprehensibility. But, the ori@nal stories with their plausible sequences
of &vents are also more redundant than the implausible sequences of the
revised random versions, and general knowledge can aid the readers to make
good any deficiences in their memories of redundant sequences. What still
remains to be explained, however, is the greater memorability of the revised
random stories over the unrevised versions. A number of factors may be at
work. Incoherent texts are likely to be interpreted? if at all, as refering to a
greater number of different entities than do their coherent counterpartsa factor that we ill&rated in the analysis of the story about the girl and the
balloon. Likewise, a coherent text yields a unitary representation that integrates the information from a number of sentences, whereas an incoherent

text yields only independent fragmerts of a Interpretation. Integrated
representations are more resistant to fargetting, and alloy a greater degree
of ‘elaboration’ ielraik and Tulving, 1.375). We can be sure, however, that
story grammars We little role to play in accounting for the better recall of
revised random texts. The sequence of events in such texts is outside the
restricted and stereotyped domain of a story grammar.
The theory of interpretation that comes closest to answering oui questions has been put forward by Kintsch (1974) and KMsch and van Dijk
(1978). Kintsch argues that the structure of a text is deti -d in terms of the
relations between the basic propositions that it expresses. “Inete is, of curse,
no algor’thm that will deliver such propositional representations, and
Kintsch and van Dijk point out that they have no account of how a list of
propositions is derived from a text. They are concerned with the processes
by which a referentially coherent microstructure is built up from the basic
propositions, and with the processes that then lead to the construct& of
a single tree that represents the macrostructure of a text in much the same
way as a tree generated by a story grammar. They argue that referential
coherence is established by operators that look for antecedents f0.T the
expressions in the preposition under analysis, and, if no plausible antecedents can be found, ihen various inferential mechanisms are brought into
play. Their essential claim is that referential integration can occur provided
that there is an overlap between the arguments of the proposition under
analysis a’*d the arguments of those propositions that have already been
integrated.
The main difficulty with Kintsch and van Dijk’s theory arises from thz
propositional representations on which it is based. An assertion such as:
The fat man drinks beer.
is supposed to be mentally represented by a corresponding string of symbols:
(DRINKS MAN BEER) and (FAT MAN9
There are many technical difficulties with the detai,d of the notation, C.
the representation of the scope of quantifiers. But, granted that they couhl
the papers in Part f of Findlcr f 1979) f’m
be fairly easily solved (see e
some solutions in thn close related framework of ass~c~at~v~network
theory), it still remairs clear that the mere repetition of an
MAN or BEER, does not guarantee that the same entity
about, e.g., ‘the fat man drank a beer and so did another I$
next to him’. It is doubtful whether symbols correapond2ng to words provide
a rich enough domain for establishing referential relations. In common with
a number of theorists, we believe instead that discourse is ultimately inter-
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preted in the form of a model which is specific to the particular discourse
and in which there :are tokens that correspond directly to referents (see
Karttunen, 1976; Stlenning, 1978 ; Webber, 1978; Johnson-Laird, 1978).
We further believe that explicit rules can be given for the construction of
such models from text. As Johnson-Laird and Garnhan! (1980) have argued,
the tokens in a disclourse model provide the set of possible referents for
anaphors in the text. There is indeed evidence that when subjects are unable
to form a mental moldel, because a description of a spatial layout is grossly
indeterminate, their memory for the gist of the description is much poorer
though they may well be better able to remember a number of verbatim
details (Mani and Johnson-Laird, in press). Such results naturally suggest
that a superficial representation containing information about the surface
form of a text may be a precursor to a richer representation in the form of
a mental model. It is conceivable that the superficial representation is something like the list of piopositions described by Xntsch and van Dijk, though
another suggestion is that it is basically phonological. The same two levels
of representation, superficial and mental model, may have occurred with the
texts in our experiments: a randomised story may be represented only as a
sequence of more or less independent ‘propositions’, whereas once referential continuity has’ been restored a model of the discourse may be constructed.
In conclusion, although there is no good evidence that comprehension
depends on some specific knowledge of the structure of stories, which is
independent of their content, it clearly does depend on a vast amount of
knowledge. There alre great difficulties in formalising this knowledge, as
workers in psychology and artificial intelligence have found out to their cost.
On the one hand, stlcry grammars are an attr:mpt to factor out one part of
this knowledge, and the basic idea behind them is a good one. Howsver,
there are so many different kinds of texts rhat story grammars inevitably
seem simplistic, and they may prove to be red.undant in the light of accounts
of the other sorts of knowledge underlying the comprehension of discourse.
On the other hand, the problem of coherenr:,: of text-its
microstructure
-is more tractable. Our results imply that referential coherence is a preeminent factor in the interpretation of discourse: only when it is present
can a reader or listener begin to construct a unitary model of the discourse.
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Dcux ?xp@riences ont & faites pour rechercher le role de la continuid rCf&cntielle dans la comprkhension du discours. Dans i; prcmit%e exphicncc, un group d’dtudiaats ecoute des bistoires et des
descriptions pr@sent&zssous trois versions di:i&entcs: la version o;lginale, la version 00 I’ordre des
phrases est alcatoire et la version dans laquelle la conrinuiti recferentielle a ite restauree par le remplacement des prcnoms ct autres termes par des syntagmes nominaux dppropries et plus complcts.
Les sujets mcmoriscnt mieux Its histoires originales et les trouvent plus comprdhensibles que les
*fersions aleatoires. Cependant, la restauration de 12 continuite rCf&entielle am&ore les effets dfis
i la pr&entaticn al&oirc, Les descriptions, qui cnt peu de contiauite r~ferentielle d’une phrase a
l’autre sent, comme p&r, moins scnsibles i !re presentation en ordre aleatoire. Dans l’exptrience 2,
un groupe de sujets competents et un groupe de sujets peu competents sont selectionnes parmi dcs
enfants de 7-8 ans. On suppose yue 12 diff&ence entre les groupes provient essentiellement de leur
capacite d’infercnce dans In !ecture du texte. Les deux groupes lisent une sCrie d’histoires courtes prescntdes salon les trois modal&& IprCddentes. Ainsi que p&vu, les effets am&rant
la rcstauration
mn&motique de la continuite rcfirentielle dans une histoire prksentee en ordre al&atoire ne se rctrouvent que dans le :oupe 1: plus compdtcnt. Les auteurs discutent de ces resultats en relation avec lcs
theories de la gmmmaire des histoires, de la microstructure du texte et des modeles mcntaux du
discours.

